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The Destroyed Unnamed Town and 
its Devastated Landscape  Relief

e focus of this article is a relief located on the northern
portion of the exterior western wall of the Processional
Colonnade Hall of Luxor Temple.1 Portrayed in low relief is a
devastated landscape that surrounds an unnamed town
(Figure 1).2 e relief dates to the reign of Ramesses II, who
placed a variety of minor war scenes from the general area of
Syria/Palestine on the western wall of this temple.3 ese scenes,
however, are not dated and sometimes the name of the town that
was attacked is omitted.4 ere are no texts5 or any human or ani-
mal figures depicted in the relief. Furthermore,  the vegetation
does not resemble native Egyptian species, and thus might repre-
sent the actual landscape.6 e important elements of this relief
are the representation of a crumbling town and the damaged veg-
etation in front of it; little attention was paid to the details of the
actual structure of the town (Figure 2). e relief is located in
the surviving top register of the western wall, though in antiq-
uity, there would have been another register above the relief.
Details of the vegetation, though stylized, show distinctions
between the different plants. ere are no hieroglyphs to iden-
tify the location of the town or any other descriptions. ere are
eight intrusive square holes that are vertically aligned and run
straight through the upper part of the relief.7 Weathering dam-
age has affected the conservation of the plaster and paint that
would have been added to the reliefs. e loss of paint is truly
detrimental since, during Ramesside times, reliefs were painted
with extreme detail, with fewer details in the carving.8

Iconography

A  two- tiered structure, which represents a fortress or for-
tified town, rests on a groundline that forms a steep hill in the

southern part of the relief. If the structure represented any-
thing larger than a small town, it would doubtless have been
named. Two gates are askew, indicating the town has been
sacked.9 On the left gate, one of the posts appears to have been
redrawn (Figure 3). It seems as though the original intention
was not to have the gatepost skewed. The entrance between
the two posts is much more narrow than the gate on the right.
Falling onto the two gates is a series of bricks that appear to
come from the upper tier. The very topmost part of the town
is not  preserved.

Damaged vegetation is shown to the le of the town. Some
vegetation is on an undulating groundline representing the hilly
terrain, while the rest of the vegetation is strewn in front of the
town. Some scholars claim that a devastated orchard and fallen
trees are depicted in this relief. 10 However, these  so- called trees
are not represented in the hieroglyphic form, as in other reliefs,11

but rather, have spiny and twisted forms. Scattered among the
larger twisted remains is a variety of smaller  vegetation.

Primary Model of Comparison
for Plant  Identification

e identification of the plants in the relief is problematic,
since the depictions are highly stylized and the more minute
details of the plants would have been painted on the surface,
which has since fallen off. Upon close examination, there appear
to be at least eight different species of vegetation depicted. We
can attempt, however, to identify some of the plant species repre-
sented in the relief of Ramesses II by comparing the depictions
with those from utmose III’s “botanical garden” at the Akh
menu temple at Karnak.12 e sanctuary was built between
Year 24 and the fourth decade of his reign, aer his  co- regency
with Hatshepsut and prior to the Battle of Megiddo.13 e
reliefs on the preserved lower parts of the walls depict extraordi-
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nary animals and plants utmose III found on his campaigns in
Retjenu and in the “God’s Land,” ordering for them to be repre-
sented in relief.14 e depiction of vegetation in the botanical gar-
den portrays both native Egyptian plants, such as the common
lotus, Nymphaea, and foreign plants, especially those from the
Near East that had not been depicted  previously.15

Plant group A (Figure 4) in the Luxor scene might repre-
sent Salix subserrata, which is a type of willow tree. e species
depicted in the relief of Ramesses II has a wide trunk that tapers
to a point. Small branches with tiny markings representing
leaves spring from the sides of the trunk. A similar type of tree
with wide trunk and small branches is also found in the botani-
cal garden of utmose III,16 and is attested in the Ramesside
tomb of Ipy.17 Many, though not all, of these trees in the Luxor
scene appear upside down, with their trunks facing the upper

part of the relief. When trees are represented upside down in this
manner, the ancient Egyptians were conveying the idea that the
vegetation had been purposely cut down and le to  rot.

Plant group B (Figure 5) is hard to identify accurately. It
appears to be a bush, as there is no trunk to suggest a tree.
Inverted triangular buds grow on the ends of the thin branches.
ough this plant is represented many times in the relief, not
every image has markings for leaves. e images that do suggest
that this group may be Sinapis alba, a flowering plant found in
the  Syro- Palestine  area.18

Plant group C (Figure 6) seems to depict the common grape
vine, Vitis vinifera. It can be represented as a tree, as a group of
vines, as leaves, or as individual fruits in various representations
found in many tombs.19 e leaves of this plant are triangular and
clustered together in sets of four. eir form is similar to  four-

Figure 1. Devastated foreign landscape relief from Luxor Temple.

Figure 2. Detail of entrance area. Figure 3. Detail of left gateway.
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 armed stars. e small oval objects among the vines may represent
the fruit. ere are two images of this group, both located next to
the town. In reality, the grape vineyard would have been close to
the town for easy access to the fruit, since it would be a vital crop
for its inhabitants. However, though this group may represent
Vitis vinifera, it does not necessarily represent a vineyard.
Depictions of vineyards are known from ancient Egyptian tomb
reliefs.20 However, they have not been recorded on temple walls.21

e plant group on the relief of Ramesses II appears to be upside
down and in total disarray. is may also be an indication of the
destruction of the city’s crops. Michael Hasel comments that
destroyed vegetation is oen indicative of the mighty pharaoh’s
army being able to take action against a food supply, thus harm-
ing the foreign people’s economy and their very  lives.22

Plant group D (Figure 7) could be a representation of
Zygophyllum dumosum, which is a desert shrub.23 Although there
are not many depictions of this group of plants, the ones that are
shown have what appear to be both flowers and buds represented by
an inverted triangle and a small oval shape. On two of the represen-
tations there are markings of what appear to be leaves, while others
do not have any type of marking for leaves. Zygophyllum dumosum
is rare in Egypt, but would have been encountered in the deserts of
the  Syro- Palestinian area.24 e depictions of the plant group D
from the unnamed town relief do not exactly match those of this
species found in the reliefs of the botanical garden of utmose III,
but there are similarities in the shape of the bud and the differences
may be explained by stylistic differences between the  artists.

ere are two other groupings of plants found in the Luxor
relief, but they are not similar to any of the plants known from
the botanical garden of utmose III. e depictions of the
plants in group E (Figure 8) may be images of Papaver rhoeas, the
red poppy, which is a subspecies of Papver somniferum (better
known as the opium poppy). Papaver rhoeas has bright red flow-
ers, which the Egyptians frequently depicted in representations of
ornamental flowers. e flowers of plant group E found in the
relief are in the shape of inverted keyholes. A similar depiction of
this flower is known from the temple of the Aten at Tell  el-
 Amarna (Figure 9). In that relief, a woman pulls a rope before a
bouquet of a variety of flowers, including an inverted keyhole
shape flower identified as Papaver rhoeas.25 Seeds of Papaver
rhoeas have been identified from Meidum as early as the Fourth
Dynasty,26 though this plant was not a species native to Egypt. It
has been brought to the author’s attention that the inverted key-
hole shape may also represent the flowering heads of a Centaurea
depressa thistle. is type of flower has also been referred to as a
cornflower. Cornflower representations are found throughout
Egyptian art in forms usually portrayed as inverted keyholes.  27

Plant group F (Figure 10) appears to be a type of fruiting
tree. ere are five representations of it in the relief; however,
only one is standing upright, the others apparently having fallen
to the axe. ere are oval shapes on the branches that may be a
type of fruit. Dispersed between the oval shapes are small
inverted triangles that may represent the flowers associated
with the fruiting, although the fruit would normally be

Figure 4. Plant group A. Figure 5. Plant group B.

Figure 6. Plant group C. Figure 7. Plant group D.
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expected to appear at a later time aer the flowers. e triangles
may also represent the leaves found along with fruit. It is diffi-
cult to determine what type of plant this group depicts, but it is
highly probable that this is the group of plants Egyptian texts
speak about when mentioning the Egyptian military laying
waste to orchards. Two small groups of individual flowers are
also depicted in the Luxor scene; however, they are not identifi-
able at this  time.

Human and Animal  Representation

ere are no human or animal figures to distract the viewer
from the stillness and despair that seems to engulf the Luxor
scene. Its inhabitants have deserted their home. e plants have
been trampled and/or cut down. Typical Egyptian representa-
tions of landscapes depict some type of figure, as seen in the
many hundreds of desert hunting scenes found in tombs

throughout Egyptian history. Artificial landscapes, such as gar-
dens, depict structures that were necessary to grow exotic vegeta-
tion in the harsh desert environment and thus would not need
to portray any human figure.28 e closest examples of scenes sim-
ilar to the Luxor relief are from the Green Room of the North
Palace at Akhetaten.29 e variety of vegetation depicted in the
Amarna scene is similar to that of the Luxor relief. However,
flocks of birds interspersed among the greens distract the viewer
from the representation of the Amarna landscape. O’Connor
has noted that because of their place in the hierarchy of Egyptian
cosmology, foreigners could be portrayed as vegetation,30 and
one could argue that the devastated vegetation in the Luxor
scene represents the broken and trampled foreigners from the
unnamed town. But while the Egyptians did sometimes depict
their enemies without giving them human form, the Luxor scene
does not fit this pattern as the rest of the war scenes surrounding
it portray fallen and defeated enemy  soldiers.

e Luxor relief of the destroyed unnamed town and its dev-
astated landscape is unique to Egyptian art. Almost all of the veg-
etation that is depicted in the  scene— provided it is identified
correctly here— represents desert growth foreign to the ancient
Egyptians, except for Salix subserrata and Vitis vinifera, which
are found throughout the Near East, and especially in the area of
Syria/Palestine. It is clear, therefore, that the Luxor scene,
although not textually identified, does represent a foreign scene
and most likely one in the greater area of Syria/Palestine. If the
plants depicted are the species suggested here, this may also help
in identifying the time of year the Egyptians actually engaged in
battle with this unnamed town.31 Many of the species appear to
be in full bloom; given that these species bloom from May to
October, this would mean that the city was attacked during the
summer  months.32

e location of the unnamed town in the Luxor scene is
probably somewhere in the area of Syria/Palestine, as indicated
by the tentative plant identifications given here as well as by the
surrounding scenes, which are known to have represented towns
located in Syria and  Palestine.

Figure 9. Woman with bouquet in Tell el-Amarna relief, featuring
keyhole-shaped flowers (possibly poppies) similar to plant group E.

Figure 8. Plant group E.
Figure 10. Plant group F.
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